Arkansas is bordered by ___ states
Former president Bill Clinton was born in __, Arkansas in 1946
The legendary __ knife was first created in Arkansas
Arkansas contains parts of the ___ and Ouachita mountains
Industry includes food processing, metals, and ___ products
Home of 51 state parks and ___ national forests
Hernando ___ was the first European to explore the land in 1541
Previously controlled by both Spain and ___
The state motto, "Regnat Populus" translates to "The ___ Rule"
The apple ___ is the state flower
Leading producer of ___ and eggs, rice, soybeans and cotton
Home of business giants ___-___ and Tyson Foods
The state rock is bauxite, the raw ore for producing ___
The ___ passed through Arkansas on the Trail of Tears, 1838
Arkansas is the only state where ___ are mined
Highest point is ___ Mountain at 2753 feet
___ National Military Park was a 1862 Civil War battle site
The territory of Arkansas was obtained in the ___ Purchase of 1803
WWII General Douglas ___ was born in Little Rock in 1880
Little Rock Central ___ ___ was a major Civil Rights test in 1957
___ is the state capital and largest city
The University of Arkansas ___ have a fanatical fan base
The only state to pass a ___ for pronunciation of its name, 1881
One large white star on the state flag represents the ___
The ___ River forms its eastern border
Arkansas became the ___ state on June 15, 1836
Hot Springs is the oldest and smallest ____ in the U. S.
The Quapaw and Caddos were the dominant ____ of the region